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Abstract

Logo turtles and Henderson’s picture language have long been used to teach computational thinking

by inspiring learners to construct programs that create complex geometric designs. We have developed

visual blocks-based versions of these languages, TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, that allow users to

transform their designs into tangible artifacts produced by laser cutters and vinyl cutters. Our languages

embody two novel features. First, they use constructive area geometry to convert the geometric designs

generated by our programs into formats suitable for laser and vinyl cutters. Second, they leverage static

typing and polymorphism to provide a new way to reference the names of procedure parameters and

local variables in a blocks language.

Note: This is an extended technical report version of our VL/HCC 2012 conference paper [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid prototyping machines such as vinyl cutters, laser cutters, and 3D printers allow designers to

quickly turn complex designs into tangible artifacts made out of card stock, wood, and plastic. As their

costs decrease, these machines are becoming more commonplace, especially in educational settings,

ushering in an era in which ordinary people can fabricate artifacts from their own designs ([2], [3]).

At Wellesley College, we are seeking to make it easier for our community members to create tangible

artwork. Although the 3D printer offers exciting possibilities, the simplicity of the 2D designs for the

vinyl and laser cutters have made these machines our primary focus. In the simplest case, designs are

just a set of lines and curves to be cut. The vinyl cutter stylus can cut these designs on thin materials
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such as card stock and adhesive-backed vinyl sheets. The laser cutter can cut these designs in sheets of

wood and various kinds of plastic of thicknesses up to a quarter inch. Designs for the laser cutter can

also specify areas to be engraved and the depth of engraving.

Any 2D drawing application can be used to create designs for the vinyl and laser cutters, but many

applications (e.g., Adobe Illustrator and Corel Draw) have a steep learning curve that makes it difficult

to create artifacts that are satisfying to novices. Other details further complicate turning a 2D design into

an artifact. For example, only red lines with hairline thickness specify where the laser should cut; any

other color or thickness is ignored. And our vinyl cutter only accepts files in DXF format, which is not

an available export option in many 2D drawing applications.

Our goal was to create simple 2D design environments in which users can quickly create interesting

artifacts for vinyl and laser cutters. There are numerous domain-specific environments that allow novices

to make 2D and 3D designs for fabrication, many of which involve sketching or gesturing (e.g., [4]–

[6]). But we also wanted the environments to introduce nonprogrammers to computational thinking

[7] and give them hands-on experience with techniques like procedural abstraction, modularity, and

divide/conquer/glue problem solving. We were inspired by the Eisenbergs’ Craft Technology Group at

the University of Colorado, Boulder, which focuses on computer science activities that involve creating

personally meaningful physical artifacts, including those fabricated on rapid prototyping machines ([8],

[9]). Another exemplar of this spirit is Johnson’s FlatLang, a Logo-like language for specifying laser-cut

construction kit parts [10].

We adapted two existing environments for creating geometric designs. The first is turtle geometry, in

which a virtual creature with a pen in its belly draws shapes by following a series of simple commands

written by the programmer. Decades before the phrase “computational thinking” was coined, Papert and

the Logo community used turtles to teach children to think computationally by having them instruct turtles

to draw geometric shapes ([11], [12]). The second is Henderson’s picture language ([13], [14]), which

facilitates the construction of complex geometric designs from simple primitive pictures by transforming

(rotating, flipping) pictures and composing them (putting one picture above, beside, or over one another).

This picture language was popularized in [15], and for over a decade we have used both it and turtles in

Wellesley’s introductory Java programming class as visual contexts for teaching methods and recursion

[16].

We developed blocks programming languages, TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, for these two compu-

tational approaches to 2D geometric design. Blocks languages were pioneered in Glinert’s BLOX [17]

and are currently epitomized by Scratch ([18]–[20]), App Inventor ([21], [22]), and StarLogo TNG ([23],
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a. A TurtleBlocks program for drawing Sierpinski’s gasket.

b. Turtle drawing from program. c. Boundary of the turtle drawing. d. Laser-cut artifact

Fig. 1. A TurtleBlocks program and its output.

[24]). In these languages, programs are created by connecting visual program fragments shaped like

jigsaw puzzle pieces. The shapes of these blocks help novices avoid frustrating syntax errors commonly

encountered in textual programming languages by visually suggesting how expressions and statements are

combined to form programs. Blocks are arranged into drawers according to function, so that programmers

can search for an appropriate block rather than having to remember the name of the construct, ameliorating

another problem with text-based programming.

PictureBlocks is the first block–based implementation of Henderson’s picture language, making the

latter accessible to a much broader audience. On the other hand, there have been many previous turtle

implementations in blocks languages. Indeed, LogoBlocks [25], an early blocks programming language,

was first targeted at turtle programming[26]. Sprites in Scratch can be programmed to create turtle
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drawings. StarLogo TNG has turtles, but they are used mainly for multi-agent simulations rather than

for generating geometric figures. TurtleArt [27] is a blocks-based turtle environment whose main focus

is creating geometric designs.

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks offer the novel ability to produce tangible artifacts on laser and vinyl

cutters, a feature unsupported by existing turtle and picture environments. For example, Fig. 1a shows a

complete TurtleBlocks program that draws a level 5 Sierpinski gasket. Running this program generates the

drawing in Fig. 1b. Selecting the printing option for a laser-cut design yields the cutting lines in Fig. 1c,

and cutting a wooden sheet yields the artifact in Fig. 1d. We present our technique for generating tangible

output in Sec. II.

Another feature that sets our languages apart from other blocks languages is the way that they leverage

static typing and polymorphism to reference the names of procedure parameters and block-structured local

variables. This fixes naming problems in blocks languages like App Inventor and StarLogo TNG. We

describe this in Sec. III.

We conclude in Sec. IV with a discussion of user feedback on our languages from several workshops.

Due to space limitations, here we summarize only the key aspects of our work. For a more detailed

discussion with additional examples, see our companion technical report [28].

II. CREATING TANGIBLE OUTPUT

A. Cutting

A novel feature of TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks is that they generate tangible artifacts on laser and

vinyl cutters. The core problem encountered in providing this feature is that the input to these machines

are specifications of lines and curves to be cut, but these can be challenging to specify in many drawing

programs or in traditional turtle drawing. For example, the cutting lines for the star shapes in Fig. 2a and

Fig. 2b can be difficult to specify in many drawing applications. The simplest turtle program for creating

a star — repeat 5 times going forward a fixed distance and turning left by 144 degrees — yields the

lines in Fig. 2c. This drawing is not suitable for cutting because it specifies 6 disjoint pieces (5 triangles

and a pentagon). This can easily be modified to specify the outline in Fig. 2a by repeating 5 times the

following code: go forward the side length of one stellation, turn left 144 degrees, go forward the same

length, and turn right by 72 degrees. But a turtle program to specify the lines in Fig. 2b would be much

more complicated.

Our key observation regarding the problem of specifying cutting lines was that these are often the

natural boundaries of 2D areas that are significantly easier to specify. For example, the cutting lines in
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a. Star outline b. Star frame c. Simple turtle star

Fig. 2. Cutting lines for two star shapes.

Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b are the boundaries of the areas in Fig. 3. The star area in Fig. 3a is just a filled version

a. Star area b. Star frame area

Fig. 3. Cutting lines for two star shapes.

of the simple turtle star in Fig. 2c, and the star frame area in Fig. 3b is just a version of the simple turtle

star drawn with a thick pen. Both of these pictures are easy to create in TurtleBlocks because there are

commands for filling the path generated by an arbitrary sequence of turtle commands and for setting the

pen thickness of the turtle.

This leaves one problem: how do we transform areas like those in Fig. 3 to boundaries like those in

Fig. 2? Our solution is to use computational area geometry (CAG), which defines a notion of area and

a set of operations on areas:

• An area is a set of points on a Cartesian plane bounded by a closed path consisting of straight or

curved lines.

• Two areas can be combined by union, intersection, difference, and exclusive-or to yield another area.

For example, Fig. 4 shows two areas and the areas that result from these four operations on the two

areas. Note that a single area can have multiple disjoint components bounded by a single path with

disconnected components, such as the intersection and difference areas in Fig. 4d and Fig. 4e.

• From any area, it is possible to extract a path for that area (the red lines in Fig. 4).

CAG operations are provided by some programming libraries and 2D drawing applications. We use those

provided by Java’s java.awt.geom.Area interface and implemented in the java.awt.Shape
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a. J area b. K area c. union(J,K)

d.

intersect(J,K)

e.

difference(J,K)
xor(J,K)

Fig. 4. Areas J and K and combining operations on them.

class. This library supports areas created from rectangles, ellipses, arcs, and the interiors of paths

composed of lines and splines.

In TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, our approach to generating cutting patterns is to use these CAG

operations to calculate boundaries as follows:

1) The languages provide simple ways to create primitive areas. In TurtleBlocks:

• Each line drawn by the turtle is a rotated rectangular area determined by the length of the line

and the turtle’s thickness and heading.

• There are commands for generating filled rectangles, ellipses, and arcs centered at the turtle.

All of these are rotated according to the turtle’s heading.

• There is a command for filling the path generated by a given sequence of turtle commands.

In PictureBlocks:

• There are blocks to create primitive pictures for lines and filled and unfilled rectangles, ellipses,

arcs, and polygons.

• Users can specify collections of these filled areas in a file that can be loaded into PictureBlocks

as a single picture.

• Using a simple sketching application provided by PictureBlocks, users can draw colored areas

(rectangles, ellipses, arcs, and polygons) that can be saved to a file and loaded as a single

picture.

2) By default, multiple areas in drawings are combined using the CAG union operator. In TurtleBlocks

all lines and other areas drawn by a turtle are simply unioned together. In PictureBlocks, areas in
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pictures that touch or intersect are unioned together. The result of this step is a single area that

might consist of multiple disconnected components. In the union operations of this step, colors of

areas are ignored, except that white areas are subtracted from the other areas by the CAG difference

operator. For example, the picture Fig. 5a yields the boundary in Fig. 5b because the white stars

are effectively “cut out” of the rings (whose colors are ignored).

a. Nested rings with

stars “cut out”.

b. Boundary of the rings

with stars.

Fig. 5. White areas are subtracted from non-white areas.

3) In the final step, the CAG operation for enumerating the path enclosing an area is applied to the

result of the previous step. The lines and splines in this path can be displayed to the user and

written to file formats such as PostScript and DXF that can be used to specify cutting on a laser

or vinyl cutter.

In TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, the user first creates designs on the screen. When they print their

designs, they can specify that they want to generate a file for the laser or vinyl cutter. In this case, the

boundary for their drawing is calculated using steps #2 and #3 as described above, and the lines and

splines of this boundary are displayed on the screen and also saved to a file in an appropriate format.

The above discussion glosses over the issue of dealing with corners in TurtleBlocks. When a turtle

turns between drawing two thick lines (represented as filled rectangles), it leaves notches that are an

eyesore (Fig. 6a). The turtle can draw various kinds of corners to fill the notches between two lines;

these can be controlled by the programmer (Fig. 6b–d).

B. Engraving

A laser cutter can also engrave materials. In engraving mode, the laser cutter “prints” a picture by

converting it to a bitmap, and then processes each row of the bitmap by moving the laser in a line and

adjusting its power according to the color of the corresponding pixel. The laser cutter operator can specify

the relationship between color and laser power, and thus engraving depth.
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a. NONE corner type. b. ROUNDED corner type. c. BLUNT corner type. d. SHARP corner type.

Fig. 6. Output from a PictureBlocks program.

a. Sample picture b. Picture etched into wood. c. Print made from the etching.

Fig. 7. Output from a PictureBlocks program.

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks support an engraving mode in which the colored lines and areas of the

patterns are passed to the laser cutter unaltered. Users can make designs with multiple colors, and then

control the depth for each color by adjusting the settings on the laser cutter. Fig. 7b shows the result of

engraving into wood the PictureBlocks picture in Fig. 7a. In the engraving, the black areas of the picture

were engraved, but the yellow areas were not. The engraving was deep enough that the wood piece could

be used to create the print in Fig. 7c using traditional wood block printmaking techniques.

C. Combining Engraving and Cutting

For some designs, we wish to combine engraving and cutting. Consider the ring-and-star design in

Fig. 5a. When creating a wooden artifact from this design, we might like to cut out the stars and engrave

the rings on the remaining wood. For this purpose, we provide an engrave-and-cut mode that overlays

the cutting boundary in Fig. 5b on top of the colored picture in Fig. 5a. When given this picture, the

laser cutter first engraves the colored areas and then cuts along the red boundary. In this mode, the color

red is treated specially (for cutting) and so cannot be used for engraving areas. But any red hairlines in

the original picture will also be cut.

As another example, consider the knitting pattern in Fig. 8a, which is expressed in PictureBlocks by

composing patterns created by M. C. Escher [29]. Suppose we want to cut out the blank areas between
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the pieces of yarn, but where two pieces of yarn cross, we want to engrave the black border of the yarn

to indicate which piece of yarn is on top. PictureBlocks provides an engrave-lines-and-cut mode that

is similar to the engrave-and-cut mode but (1) ignores the colors of areas and (2) pays attention to the

colors of existing lines (Fig. 8b).

a. PictureBlocks picture. b. Laser-cut artifact

Fig. 8. Engrave-lines-and-cut example with Escher’s knitting pattern.

D. Pragmatics

In the near future, many fabrication devices may become inexpensive enough to be commonly owned

by individuals and used at home [3]. Currently, however, laser cutters are rather expensive, usually

costing tens of thousands of US dollars, though there are now models less than $10K. But schools with

engineering or architecture programs may already have laser cutters they are willing to share with other

departments. An alternative is to send jobs out to laser cutter services, but the turnaround time interferes

with iterative experimentation.

In contrast, vinyl cutters are much more affordable. Wellesley has a low-end desktop version that

costs just a few hundred US dollars and uses relatively inexpensive supplies (cardstock and vinyl sheets).

Inexpensive desktop 3D printers are now available [3], and we plan to explore using 3D printers as an

alternative to laser cutters for producing artifacts in TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks. It is worth noting that

desktop vinyl cutters and 3D printers are the basis of the Fab@School project for introducing elementary

school children to engineering design via personal fabrication ([30], [31]).

III. LANGUAGE DESIGN

Here we describe the design of TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, emphasizing novel and unusual aspects.

A. Blocks Framework

Both TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks are implemented using the OpenBlocks framework ([32], [33]),

which also underlies StarLogo TNG and App Inventor, giving all four languages a similar look and
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feel. Program constructs are represented as jigsaw-like blocks that are organized into drawers of related

blocks. Users drag blocks from these drawers into a workspace and snap them together to form program

fragments.

Expressions (program fragments that denote values) are represented as blocks whose left side has a

plug whose shape indicates the type of the value. For example, in Fig. 1a, the blocks with angled sides

are numerical expressions, while the rounded sides of the “>” (greater-than) block indicate that it is

a boolean expression. Some expressions have argument sockets whose shape indicates the type of the

argument. For example, the “÷” (division) block is an operator that takes two number operands and

produces a number as a result.

Commands (program fragments that perform actions) are represented as blocks with a notch at the top

and a bump at the bottom. These naturally compose vertically to create so-called “stacks” — sequences

of commands that are performed in order from the top down. All the commands in Fig. 1a take one or

more expressions as arguments. Control commands, such as if and repeat, also take one or more

command substacks for code that may be executed as part of the command.

Procedure, function, and global variable declarations are specified by top-level blocks that cannot be

nested in other blocks. In Fig. 1a, the tall sierpinski block declares a two-argument procedure that

is invoked by the two shorter sierpinski blocks.

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks inherit other important usability features from OpenBlocks, including:

the ability to copy and paste collections of blocks in the workspace; a so-called “type blocking” features

that allows users to type the prefix of a block name and select a block from a list of blocks matching

the prefix rather than selecting the block from a drawer; and the ability to save blocks programs to and

load blocks programs from the file system.

B. Connector shapes and static vs. dynamic typing

Types in programming languages describe collections of related values, such as numbers, booleans, and

lists; each type is associated with a set of operations on the values of that type. In a dynamically typed

language, such as Python or JavaScript, each value carries type information that is used to determine

the validity of operations at run time (e.g., division can be applied only to two numbers). In a statically

typed language, like Ada or ML, the compiler can determine the type of each variable and expression

(often aided by user type declarations) and the validity of operations at compile time. Many languages lie

between these two extremes, such as Java, which does much type checking at compile time, but leaves

certain type checks for run time. There are other language design choices related to typing, such as
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whether conversions from one type of value to another are done implicitly by the language or explicitly

by the programmer [34].

In statically typed blocks languages, types can be represented by connector shapes, which visually

indicate which block connections are valid. Socket shapes specify the allowed types of inputs to a

block and the plug shape indicates the type of the value denoted by an expression. For example, in

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks, angled connector shapes denote numbers and rounded connector shapes

denote booleans. For dynamically typed languages, such as App Inventor, it is natural for all sockets and

plugs to have a single shape for all values, indicating that all combinations of blocks are syntactically

legal (and type errors are caught only at run time).

However, in practice, many dynamically typed blocks languages use connector shapes in ad hoc and

potentially confusing ways [35]. E.g., Scratch is a dynamically typed language with two plug shapes: an

angled shape for booleans and a rounded shape for numbers and strings. There is a third input shape

(rectangular) that accepts any shape of value. Fig. 9 shows Scratch expressions for adding two numbers

(a), comparing two numbers (b), and concatenating two strings (c).

a. b. c.

Fig. 9. Simple examples of Scratch shapes/types.

Block shapes in Scratch prevent simple type errors, such as using the result of an addition operator (a

number) as the test expression of a conditional (which must have a boolean shape). But because numbers

and strings share the same shape and there are operators (like join) whose arguments may have any

shape, it is possible to compose blocks in nonsensical ways. Scratch handles these situations in a failsoft

way by automatically converting values to avoid error messages [20]. For example, strings used in a

numeric context are converted to 0, and numbers and booleans used in a string context are converted to

strings (Fig. 10).

Scratch’s design also makes it hard to express certain computational patterns. For instance, it is possible

to store a boolean into a variable, but since all variable references have rounded shape, it is not possible to

use this variable value directly in the test expression of a conditional. Instead, it is necessary to compare

this variable value (which is automatically converted to a string) to the string true. (Fig. 11)
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Fig. 10. Scratch converts value types to avoid dynamic type errors.

Fig. 11. Portion of Scratch example involving a boolean variable.

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks avoid these problems by employing a static type discipline in which

each distinct kind of value is represented by a different shape. TurtleBlocks has distinct shapes for

numbers, booleans, strings, colors, arc types, and pen corner types(see the discussion in section II-A).

PictureBlocks additionally has a shape for picture values.

Surprisingly, connector shapes that consistently express static types are relatively rare in blocks lan-

guages. It is found mostly in blocks languages with a very small number of types. For example, TurtleArt

[27], PicoBlocks [36], and ModKit [37] have only two types (integer and boolean) and use connector

shapes to distinguish these types. But there are type-related limitations and/or inconsistencies in these

languages. For example:

• In TurtleArt and PicoBlocks, procedure blocks with parameters can be defined only in the text

language, not the blocks language, their parameters can have only integer types, and their output

type (if any) must be an integer. It is possible to define procedure blocks with output type boolean,

but they cannot take any parameters.

• ModKit doesn’t have procedures, and it uses integer sockets with drop-down menus to represent

special-purpose values like motor identifier and direction (Fig. 12a). But these sockets can be filled

with arbitrary integer expressions, whose meaning is completely unclear (Fig. 12b).

a. b.

Fig. 12. ModKit motorOn block.
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a. b. c.
d.

Fig. 13. The TurtleBlocks/PictureBlocks choose block illustrates polymorphism.

StarLogo TNG ([23], [24]) is the only other well-known blocks language that uses shapes to consistently

distinguish types in a full-featured language with global variables and procedures. It has separate shapes

for six types (integer, boolean, string, integer list, boolean list, and string list) and allows global variables,

procedure parameters, and procedure results to have any of these types. A way to express more complex

types (arbitrary list, pair, and function types) via connector shapes is described in [35].

C. Polymorphism

Representing each type by a different shape can lead to an explosion of other kinds of blocks. Consider

a chooseNum block that takes three inputs (a boolean test expression and two numerical expressions)

and produces a number output. If the test expression evaluates to true, it returns the value of the first

number expression, otherwise it returns the value of the second one. The problem is that a chooseX

block is needed for every type X, so drawers will become cluttered with copies of essentially the same

block that differ only in their types.

Statically typed programming languages like ML solve this problem via universal polymorphism, in

which universally quantified type variables can be instantiated to any type [34]. In blocks languages, we

can represent such a type variable using a connector with a particular shape. E.g., the choose block in

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks (Fig. 13a) has poly (i.e., polymorphic-shaped) sockets for the then and

else sockets and a poly plug for its result. If the usage context for this block constrains any one of these

three connectors, the others change accordingly. If the output of choose is constrained to have boolean

shape, the then and else sockets change to the boolean shape (Fig. 13b). Or if the then socket is

filled with a number plug, the else socket and output plug change to the number shape (Fig. 13c). Such

changes can propagate through multiple choose blocks (Fig. 13d).

Poly shapes can also be used to address ad hoc polymorphism (also known as operator overloading) in

which it is sensible to apply the same operator to multiple types. Standard examples include comparing
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values of the same type via the operators <, =, and >, or a toString function that converts a value to a

string. E.g., the equality operator in TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks has two poly sockets and constraining

one fixes the other to be the same.

There have been several approaches to expressing polymorphic types in non-blocks-based visual

programming languages (e.g., [38]–[40]). Using poly shapes to express polymorphism in blocks languages

was pioneered in StarLogo TNG, which uses universal polymorphism for list operations and switch and

output statements, and ad hoc polymorphism for comparing values and converting values to strings.

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks extend polymorphism to variable references (see Sec. III-D) and can

distinguish different polymorphic types on the same block (akin to ML’s polymorphic tick types). These

are novel features that StarLogo TNG does not support.

D. Naming

The ability to refer to values named by procedure parameters or local variables is a critical feature

that most blocks languages handle poorly. Many blocks languages, such as Scratch and ModKit [37],

don’t even provide procedures (though Scratch 2.0 will support procedures with parameters [41]), and

some languages provide them only in limited ways (see the discussion of TurtleArt and PicoBlocks

procedures in Sec. III-B). In App Inventor and StarLogo TNG, there are procedure declaration blocks to

which special formal parameter blocks can be added; separate blocks for referencing the value of each

parameter are added to a special My Blocks drawer, which quickly becomes cluttered. Even worse, this

design requires that all formal parameter names be distinct, so the same parameter name cannot be used

in two different procedures. This violates a fundamental locality principle of name scope and gives novice

programmers the mistaken impression that procedure parameters are globally defined. Indeed, nothing

prevents an attempt to use a reference to a procedure parameter outside the scope of the procedure body

(e.g., Fig. 14, in which the parameter x of forwardProc is used in leftProc). This is an error that

blocks languages should prevent, not encourage!

Fig. 14. Out-of-scope procedure parameter reference in StarLogoTNG.

Local variables are even more problematic in blocks languages. Very few blocks languages support
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a. A TurtleBlocks procedure with local variable bindings in its body.

b. A polymorphic variable reference (“getter”)

block.

c. The getter block plugged into a number

socket.

d. Menu of variables of type number in scope at

getter.

e. Getter block after variable b has been

chosen.

Fig. 15. An illustration of variable scope in TurtleBlocks.

the block-structured naming that is common in traditional languages. The only blocks languages we are

aware of with local naming features are TaleBlazer and WebLogo, both currently under development

[42].

TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks support both procedures with parameters and block-structured local

variables. Procedures with formal parameters are declared as in App Inventor and StarLogo TNG, and

bind command and expression blocks associate a name with a value in a local scope. All procedure

parameters and local variables are referenced and set via single polymorphic getter and setter blocks with

drop-down menus that list all names of the given type in scope at the position of the getter or setter

block.

Fig. 15 illustrates how parameter and local variable names are handled in TurtleBlocks (PictureBlocks

is similar). Fig. 15a shows the declaration of a procedure testScope that takes two number parameters

named a and b and a string parameter named c. The body of testScope has three nested bind blocks

that bind the number name x to 1, the string name y to abc, and the number name z to 2. The body of
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the innermost bind is a forward command that is missing its argument. In order to specify a reference

to one of the number names as the argument to forward, we drag a variable getter block (Fig. 15b)

from the appropriate drawer and plug it into the forward socket (Fig. 15c). The getter’s polymorphic

plug becomes the number shape. The “???” indicates that the name being referenced has not yet been

determined. A drop-down menu on the getter block lists all the names of the getter’s output type (in this

case, number) that are in scope at the position of the getter block (Fig. 15d). Any one of these can be

selected (Fig. 15e).

Any change to a formal parameter name propagates to all getters and setters for that variable. Whenever

variable getter and setter blocks are copied or moved, their name reverts to “???” if the original variable

is not bound in the new context.

This approach to name references is a significant improvement to existing approaches in blocks

languages. In contrast with App Inventor and StarLogo TNG, our approach (1) reduces drawer clutter

(there is only one variable getter and setter block, rather than one per variable), (2) prevents the out-

of-scope parameter references illustrated in Fig. 14, and (3) presents a block-structured view of naming

in which the same name can be used in different procedures (or even in nested naming blocks) — an

important idea in computational thinking. Scratch 2.0 [41] solves the procedure parameter problem by

allowing variable references to be cloned from the parameter declaration, but does not support local

variables. In terms of naming, BYOB [43] is similar to Scratch 2.0, but (1) can refer to “holes” in

anonymous procedure bodies by position rather than name and (2) can simulate local naming by calling

local anonymous procedures. The notions of block-structured local naming constructs and drop-down

menus for names that are in scope is being independently investigated in WebLogo [42].

IV. USER FEEDBACK

We held four 70-minute TurtleBlocks workshops attended by a total of 85 students in Wellesley’s

CS1 course [16]. They were already familiar with Java versions of the turtle and picture worlds. For

PictureBlocks, we held two 70-minute workshops attended by a total of 40 CS1 students. We also held

a 2-hour laser-cutting workshop featuring TurtleBlocks attended by 8 students, 6 of whom had no prior

programming experience. All workshops were held with earlier versions of TurtleBlocks and PictureBlocks

that did not have the polymorphism or naming features described in Sec. III-C and Sec. III-D.

After the workshops, we asked students to complete a short online survey about the tools and experi-

ence. All 8 of the non-CS1 students completed the survey, but only 29 of the 125 CS1 students completed

the survey. We learned the following:
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• Almost all (35 of 37) respondents indicated that they were more motivated to create designs when

they could get tangible output from the turtle and picture worlds as opposed to just drawings on

the screen. They loved the craft-like nature of the activity and the fact that they could show their

creations to their friends and families.

• Many students wanted a way to sketch designs (or at least components of designs) rather than

having to create all designs from turtle or picture primitives. In response to this feedback, we

have implemented a simple sketching application that allows drawing lines, rectangles, ellipses, and

polygons. We have integrated this tool into PictureBlocks and plan to integrate it into TurtleBlocks.

We are eager to see if students use the tool instead of or in addition to the computational facilities

provided by the languages. We would like to experiment with more sophisticated sketching tools,

like those in [4], [44].

• A sizable minority of the CS1 students indicated they preferred to write their turtle/picture programs

in Java rather than in the blocks languages. Many said it was tedious to assemble programs with

blocks. If we want more experienced programmers to use blocks environments, we need to provide

automatic conversions between text and blocks languages (in both directions). This would also

provide a natural learning path from blocks languages to text languages.

• A few students mentioned the difficulty of designing robust, connected structures. Some laser-cut

artifacts were fragile due to thin parts. A tool to highlight potentially weak structural parts of a

design would be useful.

We plan to conduct further user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our new features: sketching,

polymorphism, and naming. We also plan to develop blocks language environments for designing artifacts

for 3D printers, starting with a 3D turtle language inspired by Gross’s FormWriter [45].
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